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Emphysema is a type of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) 
characterized by breathing difficulties due to airflow obstruction, and results in 
structural and functional changes of the lungs. Structural changes include 
alveolar wall destruction and the formation of enlarged alveoli, or bullae, which 
appear as low attenuation areas in the CT image of emphysematous lungs. 
Functional changes include increased lung compliance and decreased bulk 
modulus in emphysematous lungs. Previous mathematical and computational 
models have attempted to explain either general lung structure or function, but 
have not linked the two to explore patient-specific lung mechanics. We propose 
that we can link the structure and function by creating CT-based spring network 
models of the lung parenchyma and manipulating these networks to predict the 
regional tissue stiffness and global pressure-volume relationship of the lung 
during disease progression. The goal of this thesis is to predict these patient-
specific changes during emphysema progression by approximating the lung 
tissue stiffness distribution from CT densities and predicting parenchymal 
 
 vii 
destruction over time from high-strain regions of a non-linear elastic spring 
network representing lung tissue. First, we used simple spring network models to 
determine the appropriate non-linear spring force-extension equation to 
implement into the full lung network. We then mapped a spring network onto a 
CT image to create a lung network, applied the non-linear force-extension 
equation to the network springs, and developed a lung deflation model to capture 
the quasi-static pressure-volume curve of the lung. Finally, we reduced the 
stiffness of high-strain regions of the lung network and deflated the model to 
predict the loss of tissue elastance and the reduced bulk modulus over time. Our 
method shows evidence of a reduced bulk modulus and similar tissue destruction 
between predicted and actual lung networks, but further development and testing 
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1 Introduction  
1.1  Background  
1.1.1 COPD Prevalence  
Chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases, or COPD, are respiratory 
diseases that cause breathing difficulties due to airflow obstruction, and includes 
emphysema and chronic bronchitis. Emphysema is characterized by severe 
damage to the alveoli and the formation of bullae that impede gas exchange and 
prevent normal lung function [1]. COPD remains the fourth leading cause of 
death in America [2] with over 16 million Americans diagnosed with this disease 
[2], and it is estimated that millions more are affected but undiagnosed and 
untreated [3]. The most common cause for COPD is smoking, while other causes 
include long-term exposure to pollutants, chemical fumes, or other lung irritants 
[4]. Symptoms include shortness of breath, fatigue, coughing phlegm, mucus, 
and blood, tightness in the chest, and wheezing or gasping after physical exertion 
[4]. Although there is no cure for COPD, multiple treatment options are available 
for patients to decelerate disease progression and manage symptoms, including 
bronchodilators, pulmonary rehabilitation, and lung volume reduction surgeries 
[4,5].  
1.1.2 Emphysema and Lung Structure  
1.1.2.1 Alveolar Wall Destruction   
Alveoli are tiny air sacs at the end of respiratory bronchioles and alveolar 




rich gas enters the alveoli during inspiration and carbon dioxide is expelled from 
the body during expiration. When the lung is exposed to irritants such as 
cigarette smoke for an extended period of time, chemical imbalances and other 
factors initiate the destruction of the elastic alveolar septa, or walls, that separate 
the alveoli from each other [6]. The weakening and eventual rupture of these 
alveolar walls leads to coalescing of multiple alveoli into enlarged airspaces 
known as bullae [6]. The formation of these larger airspaces from several small 
airspaces results in a reduction of the alveolar surface area, or the area available 
for gas-exchange between the lungs and the bloodstream [7]. “Gas trapping” of 
CO2-rich gas in the alveoli occurs due to the reduced elasticity and lung recoil as 
well as airway narrowing of the emphysematous lung from elastic tissue 
destruction. [8]. From this “gas trapping” phenomenon, the lung volume 
increases over time, which causes the hyperinflation phenomenon observed is 
emphysematous lungs.  
The alveolar septa can be represented as a network of collagen and elastin 
fibers, and these fibers are the main stress-bearing constituents of the lung tissue 
[9]. Collagen is significantly stiffer than elastin, and is responsible for the 
stiffness of the alveolar septa especially at higher lung volumes. Elastin fibers 
allow for the expansion and contraction of the alveoli and parenchymal tissue 
during normal respiration. Previous studies have examined the role of elastin and 
collagen in the alveolar septa under varying strains and have found that elastin 




tense [10]. Collagen fiber recruitment occurs as strain increases and the collagen 
fibers gradually become straight. When the collagen takes on more of the load at 
higher strains, the tissue becomes stiffer. In the case of emphysema, the amount 
and spatial arrangement of these fibers present in the parenchyma changes. More 
specifically, there is a loss of elastin and collagen tissue fibers associated with 
emphysema progression [10]. Elastin and collagen fiber destruction reduces the 
strain-stiffening abilities of the alveolar walls (i.e., the ability of the alveolar walls 
to resist deformation and rupture as strain increases).  
Other studies have explored the role of mechanical forces in the 
pathogenesis and progression of emphysema, proposing a link between 
mechanical stress concentrations and alveolar wall destruction, specifically 
mechanical force-based destruction in regions of high stress that form due to 
fiber weakening or failure [11]. More specifically, collagen fiber destruction may 
exacerbate progression due to the fact that collagen is a main load-bearing 
element in the elastic network and is responsible for preventing tissue rupture 
[12].  
1.1.2.2 Emphysema in Lung CT Scans 
CT, or computerized tomography, scans involve taking a series of x-ray 
images of an object at different angles and reconstructing cross-sectional images, 
or slices, of that object [13]. The resulting image is displayed as a gray-scale 
matrix, with each pixel of the image representing a volumetric unit of the object. 




ray beam passes through an object. The pixel density is directly proportional to 
the tissue attenuation of the x-ray beam through the volumetric unit of the object 
that the pixel represents [14]. When imaging anatomical structures like the lung, 
the tissue density is proportional to tissue attenuation. Gas has lower attenuation 
and appear as darker/black regions on the grayscale image, and bones have high 
attenuation and appear as lighter/white regions. The range of values of tissue 
density fall on the Hounsfield scale, which typically ranges from -1000 
Hounsfield units (HU) for air to 0 HU for water [13]. As explained earlier, 
emphysematous lungs are characterized by parenchymal destruction and 
airspace enlargement, so a CT image of emphysematous lungs would contain a 
larger fraction of gas and a smaller fraction of soft tissue (approximately the same 
attenuation as water) compared to normal lung CT images. These airspace 
enlargements are visible as low-density regions in CT scans of emphysema 
patients [15]. Thus, the overall tissue density of emphysematous lungs would be 
lower than that of normal lungs and the airspace enlargements manifest as low 
attenuation areas (LAAs) in the CT scan [16].   
Computed tomography images allow physicians to monitor changes in CT 
density and overall lung structure and diagnose emphysema based on the 
presence of LAAs. Some studies have even categorized patients’ disease severity 
by determining the percent of lung tissue categorized as LAAs [17]. When the 
lung is maximally inflated at total lung capacity (TLC), LAAs can be identified as 




-960 or -950 Hounsfield Unit (HU) threshold, but this threshold can vary from  
-900 to -960 HU depending on the reconstruction filter used by the CT machine 
and other technical discrepancies [18]. Figure 1 shows an example of emphysema 
progression in a patient between Year 1 (T1) and Year 2 (T2) of onset, where the 
LAAs (visible as the darker regions) represent the airspace enlargements 
associated with emphysema. These airspace enlargements grow in size between 
Year 1 and Year 2.  
 
Fig 1. Emphysema Progression in CT Scan of a Patient Between Year 1 and Year 2 
 
Previous studies have evaluated LAA progression over time by plotting the 
distributions of LAAs, i.e., LAA cluster sizes and number of clusters of each size, 
on a logarithmic scale [19]. It was observed that the slope of the distribution 
flattens as emphysema progresses, and other studies have since used the slope as 
a measurement of disease severity [20,21]. Figure 2 shows an example of this 







Fig 2. LAA Distribution of a Patient as Emphysema Progresses. The red patient data is 
from Year 0, the blue patient data is from Year 1, and the green patient data is from Year 2. The 
slopes for each line (mY0, mY1, mY2) is shown in the legend. 
 
1.1.3 Normal Lung Mechanics 
Gas flow to and from lungs during respiration is determined by the 
changing pressure gradients created by alveolar and atmospheric pressures. 
Different pressure levels are shown in Figure 3 as a function of time. The 
transpulmonary pressure (Ptp) is the difference between the alveolar (Palv) and 
intra-pleural (Ppl) pressures, calculated as: 
!"# 	= 	!&'(	–	!#' 
The Ptp is the recoil pressure of the lungs and is responsible for maintaining 
alveolar inflation, and therefore affects the lung volume changes. Ptp is typically 
positive and as it approaches 0, the elastic recoil of the lung parenchyma causes 



































Fig 3. Pressure, Volume, and Air Flow Dynamics During Respiration. The dotted line 
denotes end of inspiration and beginning of expiration [22]. 
 
Salazar and Knowles established that the pressure-volume relationship of 
the lung can be described by an exponential function and proposed that the 
steepness of the pressure-volume curve indicates the lung’s elastic recoil [23]. 
Figure 4 shows the exponential function fit to the average experimental pressure-
volume data of 20 healthy human subjects from Salazar and Knowles’s study 
[23].   
Lung elastance E is the change in pressure over the change in volume (E = 
dP/dV) and lung compliance C is the reciprocal of elastance (C = 1/E). As 
observed in this curve, the lung compliance is larger at lower volumes, indicating 
that as the lung inflates, larger amounts of pressure are necessary to inflate the 




The pressure-volume curve is usually plotted between TLC and FRC or TLC 
and RV. TLC is the total lung capacity which occurs at maximum inspiration and 
is around 6 L for the average healthy adult [24]. FRC is functional residual 
capacity which occurs at the end of a passive expiration and is typically between 
1.7 and 3.5 L, or about 40% of TLC [25]. Normal respiration, or tidal breathing, 
operates close to FRC [26]. RV is residual volume and occurs at maximum, 
forceful expiration and is the minimum volume required to keep the alveoli open 
[27]. 
Maksym et al. later explored the nonlinear pressure-volume relationship of 
lungs and investigated the role of elastin and collagen fiber recruitment [10]. 
They proposed a fiber model with a Hookean (elastin) component in parallel with 
a nonlinear (collagen) component and applied this model to pressure-volume 
curves fit to an exponential equation of the form: 
*	 = 	+ − 	-	./0123    (1) 
where V is volume, Ptp is transpulmonary pressure, and A, B, and k are constants. 
This study proposed the shape parameter k of this pressure-volume equation 
increases for emphysematous cases and is inversely proportional to elastin and 
collagen-based parameters of the fiber model [10]. The application of this fiber 
model proposed that a pressure-volume curve with elastance-based parameters, 
i.e., based on spring stiffness and a stop length distribution related to elastin 
stiffness and collagen recruitment, respectively, could be used to describe the 





Fig 4. Mean Lung PV Curve of 20 Healthy Subjects. The thick, dashed part of the 
pressure-volume curve denotes theoretical data and the shaded area represents standard 
deviation of the half-inflation pressure h [23]. 
 
1.1.4 Lung Mechanics in Emphysema  
Recoil pressure allows for lung inflation and deflation and is determined 
by the elastic recoil of the lung and the chest wall. The balance of recoil forces 
between the lung and chest wall play an important role in the establishing the 
resting volume and the overall pressure-volume relationship of the lung [28]. 
Lung recoil is represented as elastance E, and refers to the lung’s volumetric 
recoil stiffness [29]. The lung recoil is directed inwards and the chest wall recoil 
is directed outwards. At FRC, these recoils are equal and balanced. At lung 
volumes below FRC, the outward chest wall recoil is greater than the inward lung 
recoil. At lung volumes above FRC, the inward lung recoil is greater than the 




The destruction of elastic tissue during emphysema progression results in 
reduced elastic lung recoil and lung parenchymal elasticity [30]. The reduction in 
elasticity, characterized by the reduced lung elastance E, and the corresponding 
increase in compliance C associated with emphysema indicates that 
emphysematous lungs require less pressure than normal lungs to increase 
volume. Thus, the reduced elastic recoil of the lung requires the lung to inflate to 
greater volumes in order to balance chest wall recoil. This is reflected in an 
increase in overall lung volumes, such as functional residual capacity (FRC), and 
residual volume (RV) [31].  
We can also characterize changes between normal and emphysematous 
lungs by assessing the change in the bulk modulus of the lung parenchyma. The 
bulk modulus is a measure of the stiffness of a material and is calculated as the 
ratio of a change in pressure to the corresponding change in volumetric strain 
[32]. The bulk modulus of an object indicates how resistant it is to uniform 
compression or dilation [32]. The reduced elasticity of the lung parenchyma in 
emphysematous lungs results in a lower bulk modulus than normal lungs 
[33,34,35].  
Previous literature has proposed that the altered pressure-volume 
relationship of emphysematous lungs compared to that of normal can be 
observed in the difference between volume-independent parameters, specifically 
the k factor in Eq. (1) proposed by Salazar and Knowles. Gibson et al. determined 




maximally saturates at lower pressures [36]. Figure 5 shows experimental 
pressure-volume data between emphysematous, normal, and fibrotic lungs fitted 
with an exponential curve [36].   
 
Fig 5. Pressure-Volume Curves of Emphysematous, Normal, and Fibrotic Lungs. The 
solid lines denote the exponential curves fit to the experimental data [36].  
 
1.2 Objective and Rationale 
The objective of this thesis is to develop a lung model that can predict 
emphysema progression by modeling pressure-volume changes and predicting 
elastic tissue loss over time. As explained earlier, CT imaging is widely used to 
diagnose emphysema and track structural changes. From the perspective of lung 
mechanics, previous studies have formulated mathematical models to express the 
general pressure-volume relationship of the lungs overall, and proposed the role 
of non-linear stress-strain relationships at the smaller size scales of lung tissue 
and fiber mechanics in emphysema progression [10,23,36]. However, a reliable 
method is lacking that can link lung structure from a CT image to lung function 




Treatment options available for emphysema include lung volume 
reduction surgery (LVRS) and bronchoscopic lung volume reduction (bLVR). 
LVRS is an invasive procedure that involves the removal of damaged tissue and 
bLVR is a minimally invasive treatment that utilizes one-way valves to control air 
flow in diseased regions of the lung [37]. Current patient selection criteria for 
these types of treatments involve structural evaluation of diseased areas through 
CT scanning and pulmonary function tests (including measures of gas flow in the 
lung, O2 flow in the bloodstream, and lung volumes). With the potential 
complications and risks associated with such treatments, including 
pneumothorax (collapsed lung) and COPD exacerbation [38], the patient 
selection process is extremely important and current research efforts have 
focused on improving these criteria [39]. Furthermore, other studies have found 
that the effectiveness of LVRS treatments depends on the location of emphysema 
progression in the lung and individuals with non-upper-lobe emphysema that 
undergo such treatments have a higher risk of mortality and worsening 
conditions [40]. Thus, there is a need for patient-specific predictive models that 
take into account the structural differences between patients and predict how 
these differences manifest into changes from normal lung function. Linking lung 
structure and function will allow us to better select candidates for such 
treatments and potentially predict pulmonary function post-treatment.  
There are a few studies that have proposed elastic spring networks as a 




during disease progression and post-intervention, more specifically after lung 
volume reduction surgeries [41]. However, these models rely on a random 
initiation of LAAs (spring destruction) in the network and do not take into 
account the patient-specific spatial distribution of lung tissue density or the non-
linear fiber mechanics involved in disease progression. Using the elastic spring 
network modeling methods proposed by Mondoñedo and Suki [42], we plan to 
develop a tool that produces such networks using the patient-specific information 
we gain from CT density distributions and manipulate these networks to predict 
lung parenchymal changes during disease progression. The ability to predict 
individualized changes in volume and lung compliance could provide more 
information about emphysema progression and potentially increase accuracy and 
effectiveness of diagnoses and treatments.  
The proposed method of predicting disease progression is the creation of 
personalized elastic spring networks to simulate lung tissue mechanics. If we can 
represent lung tissue as a network of elastic springs, we can assume that the 
spring stiffness coefficients are proportional to the tissue density of the region the 
spring represents. The pressure-volume dynamics and compliance of lungs are 
dependent on the lung tissue stiffness and loss of tissue density corresponds to 
loss of tissue stiffness.  
Therefore, we hypothesize that patient-specific changes in lung 
volume and compliance can be predicted during emphysema 




from CT densities and predicting tissue ruptures over time from high-
strain regions of a nonlinear elastic spring network representing lung 
tissue. To test this hypothesis, we identify 3 specific aims:  
Aim 1. Establish a non-linear spring force-extension model to 
represent the quasi-static transpulmonary pressure-volume 
relationship of the lung. We have established that non-linearity in the 
pressure-volume relationship of the lung may stem from the strain-stiffening 
phenomenon observed in the fiber networks of lung tissue. Thus, we will 
introduce non-linearity into the computational networks by testing multiple non-
linear force-extension models on a simple cubic lattice model comprised of 
homogenous springs to determine which model produces a pressure-volume 
relationship similar to that observed in lungs. The force-extension models tested 
will include polynomial, exponential, and power law functions. Then, model 
parameters will be optimized by minimizing the sum of squared residuals 
between the simple model and experimental pressure-volume data. A sensitivity 
analysis will also be performed to assess the effects of each parameter on the 
model.  
Aim 2. Develop lung deflation simulation tool and test 
performance using individualized and generic model parameters for 
a pig lung CT dataset. Using the appropriate force-extension equation with 
optimized parameters and spring stiffness distribution derived from CT images, 




will be simulated by manipulating forces acting on the boundary nodes of the 
network and model validity will be tested by comparing model predictions of 
networks created from pig lung CT images to actual pig lung pressure-volume 
curves. The force-extension parameters will first be optimized for all the pigs 
individually, to determine if the deflation tool works as intended. Then, a set of 
generic parameters will be used to determine if one standard set of parameters 
can accurately capture pressure-volume relationships across all pig subjects.  
Aim 3. Predict patient-specific changes in lung structure and 
function during emphysema progression over time. Using the images 
taken between two different time points (T1 and T2) after disease onset, we will 
use the developed tool on the Time point 1 (T1) lung network to predict regional 
stiffness and volume changes at Time point 2 (T2). We will do this by reducing 
high-strain spring stiffness in the network to reflect stiffness changes during 
disease progression. We will then assess the ability of the developed method to 
accurately predict regional and global changes in lung tissue structure and 
function.  Structural changes will be observed by qualitatively assessing regional 
spring stiffness reduction and comparing %LAA and stiffness distributions 
between the predicted and actual T2 networks. Lung function will be assessed by 







2.1 Mapping CT Image onto Spring Network  
To create the two-dimensional lung networks, we will be using iso-
gravitational, axial slices of CT images of lungs at TLC in order to minimize the 
effects of gravitational forces on the lung network. We represent lung 
parenchyma as an elastic spring network by constructing a network composed of 
nodes and springs of varying stiffness, based on CT densities corresponding to 
total lung capacity (TLC). Each node in the network corresponds to a pixel in the 
CT image with a specific density in Hounsfield Units. The Hounsfield units of a 
CT image are usually between -1000 and 0, where a value of -1000 represents air 
or gas and a value of 0 represents water or soft tissue in the image [16,17]. A 
linear transformation from a range between -1000 and 0 HU gives us the 
approximate node densities between a range of 0 and 1 g/cm3. These node 
densities can be used to determine the stiffness coefficients K of springs as the 
average density of the two nodes that a spring connects. Every spring starts with 
an initial, stretched length of L = 1 at TLC and can relax to a rest length of L0 < 1. 
The value of L0 will be determined in the next section. This entire mapping 
process between the CT image space and spring network space is illustrated in 
Figure 6. Yellow springs indicate high spring stiffness coefficient (~1) and blue 
springs indicate low spring stiffness coefficient (~0). Figure 7 includes a detailed 
overview of how a spring stiffness coefficient is calculated using the normalized 





Fig 6. Overview of Mapping CT Image onto a Spring Network. The black dots in the 
spring network represent the nodes and the connecting lines represent the springs connecting the 




Fig 7. Calculating Spring Stiffness Coefficients from Normalized Node Densities. 
From Hounsfield densities in the original CT image, we obtain the normalized node densities in 
the spring network. The spring stiffness coefficients (K1, K2, K3,…,Kn) are calculated from the 
average density of the two connected nodes. 
 
2.2 Non-Linear Force-Extension and Cube Modeling 
2.2.1 Parameter Optimization  
To produce a non-linear transpulmonary pressure-volume curve during 
the lung network deflation, we must introduce non-linearity at the spring level. 
By representing tissue of the whole lung as a cube of homogenous springs, we can 
test different force-extension equations on these springs and determine which 
equation yields a pressure-volume of the cube model that captures the 




































K4 =	0.85 K5 =	0.25
K10 =	0K9 =	0.65
k6 =	0.85 k7 =	0.4
K11 =	0.65 K12 =	0.25




The four spring force-extension equations that will be tested are the 
polynomial, exponential with linear strain, exponential with green strain, and 
power law. These equations are included in this analysis due to the prevalence of 
polynomial and exponential models to explain fiber mechanics of soft biological 
tissue in literature [43,44] and power-law dependence with time in stress-strain 
relationships of lung tissue fibers discovered by other studies [10]. Table 1 
displays the spring force-extension equations that will be tested, including all 
coefficients (k, a, and/or A). N is the number of terms in the equation, L0 is the 
spring rest length, L is the current length, and x = L – L0 is the extension or 
displacement of the spring.  
The cube models, shown in Figure 8, represent a simple model of the 
whole lung, and the “transpulmonary” pressure of a cube model can be calculated 
as the pressure through one face of the cube in the 3D space. Each edge in the 
cube model represents a spring. Table 2 shows the pressure and volume 
calculations for each cube model, including the red arrows representing the 
forces intersecting the face of the cube and contributing to the cube model’s 
“transpulmonary” pressure. The volume can simply be calculated as the volume 
of a cube using the spring lengths in the cube. In addition to the single cube 
model, 8-cube and 27-cube models are tested to ensure that the results are 





Fig 8. Single Cube, 8 Cube, and 27 Cube Models. S.A is the surface area of a single face of a 
spring cube. L is the length of the spring, the sum of the displacement x and the spring rest length 
L0. The red arrows represent the forces intersecting the face of the cube and are used to calculate 









Table 1. Cube Model Calculations for Spring Force-Extension Models. L0 is the spring 







Table 2. Cube Model Calculations for Pressure, Surface Area, and Volume. S.A. is the 
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Model Force-Extension Equation 
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To determine which equation best captures the pressure-volume curve 
observed in real lungs, we will optimize the model parameters, coefficients (k, a, 
A) and spring rest length L0, by minimizing the sum of squared residuals (SSR) 
between the cube model pressure-volume data and the experimental pressure-
volume data. We can then implement the best fit force-extension equations along 
with the appropriate spring rest length and model parameters into the lung 
network. The spring rest length L0 and all other model parameters are optimized 
so that the initial spring length of the cube model at TLC, or maximum cube 
volume, is equal to 1. 
Once we find an equation and model parameters that provide the best fit 
in simplified cube models (shown in Figure 8), we apply this to the CT-based lung 
network, as shown in Figures 6 and 7. For a given spring in the lung network with 
a spring stiffness coefficient K, we can adjust the force-extension equation to be 
applied to the lung network springs, shown in Table 3.  
Model Adjusted Force-Extension Equation 
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Table 3. Spring Force-Extension Models for the Lung Network. L0 is the spring rest 




2.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis for Model Parameters 
After determining the best fit force-extension equation, we can test the 
model’s sensitivity to parameters in order to understand the magnitude of the 
effect that changing these parameters would have on the output i.e., the spring 
force. After our parameter optimization, we can explore the outcome by adjusting 
these parameters above or below the optimized values. Performing this analysis 
would also give us insight into the plausibility of having a generic set of force-
extension model parameters that can accurately capture lung mechanics during 
deflation across all emphysematous human lungs.   
We will adjust each equation parameter (k, A, and/or a) individually by 
increasing and decreasing the value to a range of values between +/- 10% of the 
optimized value and observing the percent change in 1) spring force and 2) sum 
of squared residuals from the original values. For the force sensitivity analysis, 
we will determine the sensitivity of the spring force output by varying equation 
coefficients in the force-extension equation while fixing the spring length to 
reflect minimum, average, and maximum spring displacement (L - L0). Maximum 
spring displacement is when spring length L = 1, average displacement is when L 
reaches its average value, and minimum spring displacement is when L reaches 
its minimum value (larger than L0). For the SSR sensitivity analysis, we will 
determine the sensitivity of the SSR output by varying equation coefficients in the 
force-extension equation and calculating the new SSR between the new cube 




volume data.  
The force-extension equation can be expressed as a function of spring 
length L and parameters Xi..n, where n is the number of coefficients in the 
equation and Xi is one coefficient (k, A, or a) of a term. To determine how much 
influence each parameter has on the force output of the equation, we can 
calculate the Sobol sensitivity index (S) of each parameter as, 
I6 = 	
var(E 4 Y6 )
var(4)  
which is the expected variance var(E) of the force given each parameter [F│Xi] 
over the output variance var(F).  For each spring displacement trial, the sum of 
all Sobol indices will be 1, and the index value associated with a parameter will 
indicate how large the effect of varying only that parameter is on the force output 
of the force-extension equation.  
2.3 Lung Deflation Model 
The network solver used in this study was developed in C++ by Jacob 
Herrmann [45], and a Matlab interface will be used to develop the lung network 
deflation tool. Using the network solver, we can solve elastic spring networks for 
equilibrium by minimizing a chosen objective, either the total elastic energy of 
the network or maximum force on any node within the network. The solver 
calculates energy as the integral of the spring force-extension with respect to the 
extension x. The minimizing algorithm is a first order steepest gradient descent. 
The network solver can be used to implement polynomial, exponential, and 




Simulation of lung deflation involves gradually reducing the magnitude of 
the forces acting on the boundary of the 2D TLC lung network to decrease the size 
of the lung network until it reaches its residual volume (RV). Figure 9 maps out 
this deflation process. The pre-processing will include determining the boundary 
node forces Fn of the pre-stressed, TLC network after fixing the boundary node 
positions and solving for equilibrium (Panel A of Figure 9). Then, simulation of 
lung deflation will be carried out by changing forces on the boundary nodes in an 
iterative process to gradually decrease lung volume. First, we will release the 
fixed constrains on the boundary nodes, and the force-based boundary conditions 
are outward directed forces Fa that are equal in magnitude and opposite direction 
of the node forces Fn (Panel B of Figure 9).  Second, we reduce these outward 
directed forces by calculating the new Fa as Fa = Fn · (-d), where d is a value 
between 0 and 1, and re-solving for equilibrium to deflate with the applied forces 
(Panel C of Figure 9). This two-step process is repeated using the resulting 
deflated network as the initial network and deflating until the network reaches its 






Fig 9. Deflation Process of Lung Network. We start with an initial, pre-stressed network at 
TLC (A) with fixed boundary nodes (marked by ‘X’) and solve for equilibrium to get the spring 
forces (light red arrows) and resultant node forces (dark red arrow). We then release the fixed 
constraints on the boundary nodes, where the force-based boundary conditions are outward 
directed forces (purple arrows) equal in magnitude and opposite direction of the node forces. 
Lastly, we reduce the magnitude of these outward forces and solve the network for equilibrium to 
deflate the network (C).  
 
During the deflation process, we will calculate the pressure and volume of 
the lung model at each iteration. The volume of a 3D network can be 
approximated as *Z 	= 	 (+Z)
[
F, where AN is the 2D network area. Pressure P 
around the network boundary can be calculated as:  
 
 
where F and n are the applied force vector and unit normal vector of the node, 
respectively, and p is the perimeter of the lung network. The normal vector of a 
node is the average of the normal vectors to all boundary springs connected to 
that node and a boundary spring is a spring that connects two boundary nodes. 
Figure 10 shows how the normal vector is calculated for each boundary node. 
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Fig 10. Normal Vector of Boundary Nodes. The normal vector (solid orange arrow) is 
calculated as the average of the outward facing normals of connected boundary springs (dashed 
orange arrows). The force vector is shown as a purple arrow. 
 
2.4 Model Validity with Pig Lung Deflation 
We will test how accurately the developed deflation model, with optimized 
force-extension parameters, captures the quasi-static pressure-volume curve 
observed in pig lungs. Using CT images of pig lungs captured at sustained airway 
pressure levels ranging from 0 to 30 cm H2O, we can calculate the volume and 2D 
area of the image and selected slice, respectively. Slices will be selected from the 
3D CT image of each pressure level based on similar internal structures of the 
lung, so that all selected slices represent the same lung structures and any volume 
differences stem purely from deflation of the same structures.  
Using the lung deflation model, we will deflate CT-based networks created 
from the pig lung slice taken at TLC, and compare the resulting network deflation 
pressure-volume curve to the pressure-volume curve obtained directly from the 
pig lung CT images. The network parameters will be obtained by cube model 




image of each pig subject. We will also evaluate the model performance using a 
set of generic parameters and comparing the resulting pressure-volume curve 
from network deflation to the network deflation pressure-volume curve with 
individualized parameters. Generic parameters can be obtained by taking the 
average parameter value across the individualized parameters for all pigs tested. 
Figure 11 maps out the model validity testing. To allow for comparison between 
the calculated and network-generated data, the pressure values will be 
normalized to TLC pressure (30 cm H2O) and volume will be observed as %TLC.  
 
Fig 11. Model Validity Testing Overview. The black ovals represent lung tissue. The blue 
squares represent slices selected at each pressure level based on similar internal lung structures of 
the same lobe. The orange and green squares represent the lung spring network deflation using 
individualized and generic parameters, respectively.  
 
2.5 Predicting Emphysema Progression 
2.5.1 Selecting Candidates for Testing Prediction Method  
Our third aim involves using spring networks to predict emphysema 
progression over time in human lungs. Before creating the prediction networks, 
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we must carefully select patients so that there is clear evidence of emphysema 
progression over time directly in the CT images of the patient. The NLST data set 
includes images of patients’ lungs taken at Year 0 (Y0), Year 1 (Y1), and Year 2 
(Y2) from disease onset. To confirm evidence of disease progression in a patient, 
we can calculate the %LAV (low attenuation volume), which is simply the percent 
of voxels below a density threshold of -960 HU, directly from the CT images at 
each time point and choose patients that show an increase in %LAV. To create the 
2D lung networks from the 3D CT images, we match 2D CT slices between two 
time points of the same patient based on 1) internal structures (similar to the pig 
lung slice matching) and 2) finding structural evidence of LAA progression by 
qualitatively assessing them to identify coalescing of LAA clusters and increases 
in cluster sizes. After selecting slices, we can calculate the %LAA as the percent of 
pixels in the slice below a density threshold of -960 HU. If the %LAA increases 
and there are visible structural changes between time point 1 (T1) to time point 2 
(T2) slices, this patient’s CT image slices are considered good candidates for the 
testing the prediction method and we map spring networks onto the CT slices to 
create the T1 and T2 networks. 
2.5.2 Prediction Methods 
The prediction network for T2 will be created by predicting the loss of 
elastic tissue in the T1 network. We set our prediction network pT2 as the T1 
network and gradually reduce the stiffness of high-strain regions in pT2 until the 




gradual, iterative process involves a) locating regions of high-strain in pT2 
specified by a threshold, b) reducing the stiffness by a specific reduction factor 
(between 0 and 1), and c) hold the boundary nodes forces of pT2 and solve the 
network for equilibrium. This process is performed iteratively until pT2 reaches 
the average stiffness of T2.   
Spring strain is determined by performing one iteration of network 





where  e  is spring strain from network deflation over the initial spring length at 
TLC and one iteration of deflation is described as TLC-D. To locate the springs 
associated with elastic tissue loss, we will calculate the change in strain of all 
springs in the network, find the top percentile of high-strain springs as specified 
by a threshold value between 0 and 1, and reduce the spring stiffness of those 
high-strain springs. For example, if the threshold is set to 0.2, then the top 20% 
of high-strain springs are selected for the spring stiffness reduction.  
After creating the T1, pT2, and T2 networks, we will perform one iteration 
of deflation on each network and calculate the bulk modulus. The bulk modulus 







where PTLC  and VTLC are pressure and volume of the TLC network and PTLC-D and 




calculated bulk modulus serves as a measure of differences in lung function 
between the predicted and actual lung spring networks. If the prediction model 
works as intended, the pT2 and T2 networks will be similar to each other and 
exhibit a smaller bulk modulus than T1. The deflation will use the force-extension 
parameters optimized from the experimental data of human emphysematous 
lungs used in the cube modeling methods. The entire prediction process is 
mapped out in Figure 12.  
Global structural changes will be measured by calculating the %LAA and 
plotting the spring stiffness distributions between the T1, pT2, and T2 networks. 
We expect the %LAA to be similar in value between pT2 and T2 networks and 
larger than that of T1. We also expect the pT2 and T2 network stiffness 
distributions to be similar, with a more positive skew towards low spring stiffness 
than T1. A preliminary evaluation of regional structural changes involves a 
qualitative assessment the T1, T2 and pT2 networks. To get the %LAA of the 
prediction network, we use the CT-derived %LAA of the T1 slice (%LAAT1-CT) and 
calculate the spring stiffness threshold of the T1 network corresponding 
to %LAAT1-CT such that all springs in the network below this threshold make 
up %LAAT1-CT of the springs in the network. After reducing the spring stiffness to 
create the prediction network, we calculate the %LAA of the prediction network 
as the percent of springs with a stiffness below the threshold defined from the T1 
network.  




the spring stiffness, and only the range of stiffness associated with LAA regions, 
i.e. stiffness below the %LAA threshold stiffness, will be visible to allow for easier 
qualitative comparison of LAA regions between the networks. LAA regions in the 
predicted pT2 network that are not present in the T1 network will be identified 
and LAA regions in the T2 networks that appear to match the identified regions 
from the pT2 network will be identified and discussed.  
 






























3.1 Non-Linear Force-Extension and Cube Modeling 
3.1.1 Parameter Optimization  
The first specific aim was to determine which spring force-extension 
model to implement into the spring network solver by minimizing the sum of 
squared residuals (SSR) between the cube model and experimental human lung 
pressure-volume data and optimizing the model parameters.  
Figure 5 displays the transpulmonary pressure-volume data for normal 
and emphysematous lungs, produced by Gibson et. al. We digitized this plot to 
retrieve the pressure-volume data points and use them as our experimental data 
for the SSR minimization and parameter optimization. Optimized model 
parameters and SSR values for all trials and model sizes are displayed in Tables 
A.1 and A.2 in the Appendix. The SSR values are plotted for the 1-cube model size 
and for normal and emphysematous lungs in Figure 13. For both emphysema and 
normal data, the power law force-extension model produced the lowest SSR, and 
therefore, the best fit to the experimental pressure-volume data. For LTLC = 1, the 
parameter optimization resulted in a spring length of L0 = 0.5163 for emphysema 
trials and L0 = 0.6744 for normal lung trials, across all spring force-extension 
models.  
To compare the quality of each model, we calculated the Akaike 
Information Criterion (AIC) for each model. Unlike the SSR, the AIC considers 




models with a high number of parameters. After including a correction factor for 
small sample sizes [46], the AIC for each model was calculated as:  
AIC = k	log
SSR
k + 2 q + 1 +	
2q q + 1
k −q − 1 	 
where m is the number of parameters and n is the sample size (the size of the 
experimental data set). Figure 14 shows the calculated AIC values for the nine-
term polynomial fit, the two-term linear strain (LS) exponential fit, the one-term 
green strain (GS) exponential fit, and the two-term power law fit. The polynomial 
had a significantly larger AIC value due to the relatively larger number of 
parameters and poor SSR. The AIC results confirm that the power law force-
extension model is the best model compared to the other models tested.  
 



























Fig 14. AIC Values Across All Force-Extension Models for 1-Cube Model 
 
To qualitatively assess the force-extension model performance, we plotted 
the resulting pressure-volume curves of the cube model for each force-extension 
model tested. Figure 15 shows the cube model fit to the emphysematous lung 
experimental data and Figure 16 shows the cube model fit to the normal lung 
experimental data. Based on this qualitative assessment, the power-law force-
extension model produces the best-fit curve and this is consistent with the results 





















Fig 15. Pressure-Volume Curve of 1-Cube Model for Emphysematous Lung Data. The 
solid curves represent the pressure-volume curves of the cube model for each force-extension 
model and the black data points represent the experimental data for emphysematous lungs. 
 
 
Fig 16. Pressure-Volume Curve of 1-Cube Model for Normal Lung Data. The solid 
curves represent the pressure-volume curves of the cube model for each force-extension model 






















































Figure 17 shows the pressure-volume curves produced by cube modeling 
using the power-law force-extension equation plotted against the experimental 
pressure-volume data points. The red represents emphysema while the blue 
represents normal lungs, and the solid curves represent the cube model pressure-
volume curve while the data points represent the experimental data. The power 





The terms of each two-term power law equation are plotted separately in 
Figure 17. For both force-extension equations, the first term (pink dashed line) 
appears to have a larger effect on the pressure-volume curve of the cube model at 
lower volumes and the second term (green dashed line) has an increased effect as 
the volume increases, suggesting that the power-law model is similar to the 
elastin-collagen recruitment model introduced earlier. 
 
4Zrst = 	51.041(8 − 89)L.M=M + 		(2.87	·	10=w)(8 − 89)28.498    (3) 
        






Fig 17. Power Law 1-Cube Modeling Results. The red and blue points are the measured 
pressure-volume data for emphysematous and normal lungs, respectively, retrieved from the plot 
in Fig 5. The red and blue curves are Eq. 2 and Eq. 3, respectively. For both emphysematous and 
normal lung models, the pink dashed line is the first term and the green dashed line is the second 
term of two-term power law equation. 
 
3.1.2 Sensitivity Analysis for Model Parameters 
After determining that the power law force-extension model will be 
implemented into our lung network model, we performed a sensitivity analysis to 
observe the effects of each parameter on model performance. After changing each 
equation coefficient to +/- 10% of the original optimized values, we displayed the 
percent change in input vs. the percent change output (force) for minimum 
spring displacement (Figure 18), average spring displacement (Figure 19), and 
maximum spring displacement (Figure 20). The minimum spring displacement 

























maximum spring displacement was at L – L0 = 0.4837. Figure 21 shows the Sobol 
sensitivity indices of each parameter for each displacement trial.  
At lower spring-displacements, which correspond to lower cube/lung 
volumes (near FRC), the coefficients of the first term (k1 and a1) have the largest 
effect and the second term (k2 and a2) have relatively little effect on the force 
output. As we increase the spring displacement and cube/lung volume, the 
second term (k2 and a2) starts gaining a larger effect until the spring 
displacement and cube/lung volume reaches its maximum value, where a2 has 
the largest effect and all other coefficient (k1, k2, and a1) have little influence. It is 
important to note that k2 seems to have little effect overall and k1 can only change 
the output by +/- 10%, a1 can change the output by +/- 50% and a2 can change 
the output by almost 700%. This suggests that although a power-law force-
extension equation is appropriate to describe the pressure-volume curve of lungs, 
it could be difficult to define a generic set of parameters that can be applied to all 
normal or all emphysematous human lungs.  
The calculated Sobol indices shown in Figure 21 are consistent with these 
findings. Based on these sensitivity indices, the a1 parameter has a significantly 
larger effect on the force output at small spring displacements (Min L – L0) and 
the a2 parameter has a significantly larger effect on the force output at large 
spring displacements (Max L – L0). The k1 and k2 parameters have little effect on 




Across the three spring displacements tested, k1, k2, and a1 appear to be 
almost linear between -10% and 0% change in input as well as between 0% and 
+10% change in input, when the spring displacement value is constant. However, 
reducing a2 from the optimized value produces a relatively larger exponential 
change in output and increasing a2 from the optimized value produces a relatively 
smaller exponential change in output when the spring displacement value is 
constant.  
 
Fig 18. Percent Change Input (Model Parameters) vs. Percent Change Output 
(Force) of Power Law Force-Extension Equation for Minimum Spring Displacement 



































Fig 19. Percent Change Input (Model Parameters) vs. Percent Change Output 
(Force) of Power Law Force-Extension Equation for Average Spring Displacement 
(L-L0 = 0.4317) 
 
 
Fig 20. Percent Change Input (Model Parameters) vs. Percent Change Output 
(Force) of Power Law Force-Extension Equation for Maximum Spring Displacement 


























































Fig 21. Sobol Sensitivity Indices of Each Parameter and Spring Displacement Trial 
for the Power Law Force-Extension Equation  
 
After analyzing the effect of changing parameter values on the force output 
of the power law force-extension equation, we tested the effect of changing 
parameter values on the cube model pressure-volume curve sum of squared 
residuals (SSR) to better understand how varying parameters would affect the 
lung network pressure-volume curve. Similar to the force sensitivity analysis, we 
changed each parameter from -10% to +10% of the original optimized value. 
However, unlike the force sensitivity analysis, the SSR sensitivity analysis 
calculates the SSR for every parameter trial using all spring displacements along 
the force-extension curve, or all cube volumes along the pressure-volume 
curve.  Figure 22 shows the percent change input vs. percent change output (SSR) 
for the a2 parameter trial. Figure 23 shows the percent change input vs. percent 





























comparison between each parameter trial, Figure 24 shows the percent change 
input vs. the percent change output (SSR) on a logarithmic scale for all parameter 
trials, where a 0% change from the optimized value is set to an output value of 0 
for every parameter. From these figures, we can see that varying any of the 
parameters would have a significant effect on the pressure-volume curve. Even 
the parameter with the smallest relative influence on the pressure-volume curve 
(k2) can affect the SSR by up to approximately 50% within the +/- %10 model 
parameter window. The force and SSR sensitivity analyses suggest that we should 
be stringent when setting parameters for the lung deflation model.  
 
Fig 22. Percent Change in Input (a2 Parameter) vs. Percent Change Output (SSR) of 
































Fig 23. Percent Change in Input (a1, k1, and k2 Parameters) vs. Percent Change 
Output (SSR) of Power Law Force-Extension Equation 
 
 
Fig 24. Percent Change in Input (All Parameters) vs. Log Percent Change Output 
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3.2 Model Validity with Pig Lung Deflation 
The second specific aim was to test the lung deflation model validity by 
using deflating a pig lung TLC network and comparing the pressure-volume 
output with known pressure-volume data from the pig lung CT images. The pig 
lung data set was provided by David Kaczka [47,48]. To calculate volume changes 
between controlled pressure levels for each pig subject, the volume of the entire 
3D CT image was calculated for each pressure level. To calculate the area 
changes, we selected pig lung CT slices (taken at TLC) at each controlled pressure 
level for each pig subject. Figure 25 shows an example of this selection for PIG-
07. It is important to note the slight misalignments due to non-affine 
deformations and other sources of error including boundary conditions imposed 
by the skeletal structures obstructing inflation and human error. However, the 





Fig 25. Selected CT Slices at Controlled Airway Pressure Levels (cm H2O) for PIG-07. 
Slices selected between airway P=0 cm H2O (FRC) and airway P=30 H2O (TLC). Ptp values were 
approximated from these airway pressures by assuming the Ppl was -3 cm H2O. 
 
Using the 3D CT image for each pig, we obtained the pressure-volume data 
and optimized for the pig lung network parameters by minimizing the SSR 
between the CT-derived pressure-volume data and cube model pressure-volume 
curve. Table 4 displays the optimized parameters for each pig lung. There was 
little variability between the a coefficients but greater variability with the k 
coefficients. a coefficients stay fairly consistent between all pigs, with a1 ~ 2 and 
a2 ~ 20. The k coefficients varied more, with k1 approximately between 70 and 
110 and k2 approximately between 109 and 1012. We summarize the variability of 





the parameters by calculating the coefficient of variation, shown in Table 5. It is 
important to note that although the calculated coefficient of variation for the k2 is 
larger than 1 and significantly larger than that of the other parameters, the k2 
values are significantly larger than other parameters and are not normally 
distributed. The k2 values appear to be uniformly distributed on a logarithmic 
scale, meaning that the large coefficient of variation for k2 may not indicate high 
output variability. However, since we know from the sensitivity analysis that the 
a1 coefficient has a large effect at lower lung volumes and the a2 has an extremely 
large effect at high lung volumes on the pressure-volume curve, the large 
variability observed in those parameters proves that it would be difficult to apply 
a set of generic model parameters for all pig lung network deflations.  
After deflating the pig lung TLC networks, the resulting pressure-area and 
pressure-volume curves were compared to the CT-derived pressure-area and 
pressure-volume curves of the CT slices and 3D image, respectively. Figures 26 
and 27 show the pressure-area and pressure-volume curves respectively for CT-
calculated and network-generated data of PIG-07, as an example. With the 
individualized parameters, the tool performed well and was able to accurately 
describe the pressure-volume curve of different pig lungs. Figure 28 displays the 
scaled images and networks, showing that the deflation from TLC accurately 
predicts the area of the lung slice at FRC and as expected, the decrease in spring 












Table 4. Optimized Individualized Model Parameters for Pressure-Volume Data 









Table 5. Mean, Standard Deviation, and Coefficient of Variation for Each 












 Mean S.D. C.V. 
k1 88.355 13.617 0.154 
k2 4.41E+11 6.36E+11 1.443 
a1 2.059 0.182 0.088 
a2 21.163 2.290 0.108 
L0 0.661 0.041 0.063 
 
 PIG-06  PIG-07 PIG-08 PIG-09 PIG-10 PIG-11 PIG-12 
k1 97.091 91.385 78.984 80.404 87.811 102.142 102.986 
k2 6.22E+09 5.23E+09 3.84E+09 1.80E+12 3.84E+10 1.39E+11 6.57E+10 
a1 2.372 2.265 1.899 1.935 2.051 1.773 2.245 
a2 21.452 19.964 18.477 23.144 21.369 17.280 22.074 
L0 0.615 0.637 0.661 0.678 0.649 0.745 0.644 
 
 PIG-13  PIG-14 PIG-15 PIG-16 PIG-17 PIG-18 PIG-19 
k1 72.355 68.255 69.284 108.335 77.013 93.037 107.889 
k2 1.14E+10 6.53E+09 7.42E+11 1.35E+12 2.80E+10 1.62E+12 3.56E+11 
a1 2.210 1.907 2.069 1.873 2.310 1.975 1.943 
a2 22.292 17.453 25.149 20.882 24.340 22.560 19.846 






Fig 26. Pressure-Area Curve of PIG-07 with Individualized Network Parameters for 
PIG-07 CT. The black dots represent CT-derived pressure-area data and the solid curve 
represent the network deflation pressure-area data. The y-axis is percent maximum area of the 
lung network (at TLC conditions) and the x-axis is transpulmonary pressure. TLC, FRC, and RV 
are labelled on the plot.  
 
Fig 27. Pressure-Volume Curve of PIG-07 with Individualized Network Parameters 
for PIG-07 CT. The black dots represent CT-derived pressure-volume data and the solid curve 
represent the network deflation pressure-volume data. The y-axis is percent TLC volume and the 
























































Fig 28. TLC CT Image Slice vs. Network and FRC CT Image Slice vs. Deflated 
Network of PIG-07. The FRC network was created by deflating the TLC network. Yellow 
springs indicate high spring tension and blue springs indicate low spring tension.  
 
To qualitatively assess the performance of the lung deflation model based 
on parameter values, we deflated the pig lung networks using a) the 
individualized parameters shown in Table 4 and b) generic parameters where 
each generic parameter was calculated as the average value of that parameter 
across all fourteen pigs. These mean parameter values are shown in Table 5. 
Figure 29 shows the pressure-volume curves of PIG-07 obtained from deflation 
using the individualized (blue) and generic (red) parameters. As expected, the 
deflation curve with individualized parameters appears to fit the CT-derived pig 
lung data better than the deflation curve with generic parameters. These results 
emphasize the importance of parameter values in the lung deflation model and 














analysis, which proved that parameter values significantly affect model 
performance.  
 
Fig 29. Pressure-Volume Curve of PIG-07 with Generic Parameters vs. 
Individualized Network Parameters for PIG-07. The solid pressure-volumes curves are 
created from network deflation and the black data points are CT-derived pressure-volume data. 
 
3.3 Predicting Emphysema Progression 
We tested the prediction method with images from four different patients. 
Using lung segmentations provided by Sarah Gerard [49], we did not allow for 
deformation of springs associated with airways and vessels during deflation and 
did not include these springs in spring stiffness distribution analyses. A summary 
























3.3.1 Prediction Method Results Across All Subjects  
We tested the prediction method on four subjects: Subject (S1), Subject 2 
(S2), Subject 3 (S3), and Subject 4 (S4). The percent high-strain region threshold 
values for S1 to S4 can be found in Sections 3.3.3 to 3.3.6, respectively. Figure 30 
shows the %LAA of each network for each subject, which was calculated using the 
spring stiffness coefficient threshold for LAA regions of the T1 and T2 networks. 
As expected, there is an increase in %LAA between T1 and T2, and the predicted 
network (pT2) also showed an increase in %LAA from T1. The bulk modulus 
values of each network for each subject are shown in Figure 31. We observed the 
expected decrease in the bulk modulus between T1 and T2, and the predicted T2 
network showed a decreased bulk modulus from T1 as well.  
Figure 32 shows the percent change in area between the lung CT slices and 
lung networks at different time points. The green bars display the actual percent 
change in area between the real lung slice area of T1 and T2, calculated directly 
from the CT image. The purple bars display the percent change in area between 
the T1 and pT2 networks and the yellow bars display the percent change in area 
between the T1 and actual T2 networks. An important observation from Figure 32 
is that the change in area between the T1 and pT2 networks seemed to be more 
similar to the actual change in lung area than the change in area between the T1 
and T2 networks. This suggests it may be difficult to quantitatively compare 
between two different networks (between T1 and T2 or between pT2 and T2) 





Fig 30. %LAA in the T1, predicted T2 (pT2) and T2 Networks Across All Subjects 
 
 










































Fig 32. % Change in Area Between T1 and T2 in Real Lung (green), Between T1 and 
pT2 Networks (purple), and Between T1 and T2 Networks (yellow) Across All 
Subjects 
 
To qualitatively assess variability of lung function between patients, we 
deflated the T1 networks across all four subjects and plotted the resulting 
pressure-volume curves, shown in Figure 33. To allow for comparison between 
curves, the transpulmonary pressure values of each network was normalized 
between a range of 0 cm H2O (RV) and 30 cm H2O (TLC) and the volumes 
approximated from the 2D network were represented as %TLC. Each network 
was deflated using the same set of generic parameters, which were obtained from 
cube modeling with the power law force-extension equation using human lung 
pressure-volume data from literature [36]. Since we relied on one set of generic 
parameters for all network, any observed differences between pressure-volume 




























coefficients. The resulting pressure-volume curves in Figure 33 indicate that the 
stiffness coefficients influence the shape of the pressure-volume curve, thus 
confirming that lung structure, obtained from the CT images, plays an important 
role in lung function.  
 
Fig 33. T1 Network Deflation Pressure-Volume Curves of All Subjects 
 
3.3.2 Trial 1 (Subject 1) 
The T1 and T2 CT slices of Subject 1’s right middle lobe at TLC are shown 
in Figure 34. The lobe has an area of 12,591 mm2 at T1 and expands to an area of 
13,160 mm2 by T2, or a 4.52% increase from the original area. T1 starts at 10.68% 

























Fig 34. T1 and T2 CT Slices of Subject 1’s Right Middle Lobe at TLC. The middle panels 
have a window of 100 and level of -950 HU to make the LAAs visible. The right panels are the 
isolated LAA regions displayed as a binary image.  
 
After mapping the spring network onto the CT image, the T1, predicted T2, 
and actual T2 networks were displayed so that only the springs with a stiffness 
corresponding to a low attenuation area were visible and all other springs were 
displayed as yellow, shown in Figures 35 and Figure 36. The average stiffness (K) 
of the T1 network was 0.1509 and the average stiffness of the T2 network was 
0.1154. By implementing the spring stiffness reduction method on 45% of the 
springs with the highest strain, we created the predicted T2 lung network. With 
45% of the springs, the %LAA of the predicted T2 network (34.9) was much 
higher than that of the actual T2 network (18.5). The area of the T1 network was 
1271, the area of the predicted network was 1,337, and the area of the actual T2 






networks (~5.2%) was closer in value to the actual change in area calculated from 
the CT than the percent change in area between the T1 and actual T2 networks 
(~11.92%). The bulk modulus (B) was calculated to be 3.94·10-3 for the T1 
network and 8.63·10-4 for the T2 network. The predicted T2 network had a bulk 
modulus of B = 9.22·10-4, which was significantly lower than the T1 network and 
close to the bulk modulus of the T2 network, with a percent error of 6.74%.  
Figure 35 includes regions circled in red that the predicted T2 lung 
network seemed to accurately predict for the actual T2 network. The LAA 
increased and overall stiffness decreased in regions 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7 of the 
predicted T2 network, but were larger and less stiff than corresponding regions in 
the actual T2 network. Regions 3 and 4 had a similar stiffness between the 
predicted and actual T2, but the direction of LAA growth was different.  
 
Fig 35. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 1 with LAA Regions 
Visible. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 45% of springs with the 
highest strain until the network reached the average stiffness of the T2 network. The regions 
circled in red indicate areas in the T2 network that were accurately predicted by the predicted T2 
network.  
 
Figure 36 includes regions circled in black that the predicted T2 lung 




























actual T2 network was not predicted. Region 2 of the predicted network was less 
stiff and did not exhibit LAA growth in the same direction as the actual T2 
network. Region 3 remained at approximately the same stiffness between T1 and 
T2, but the predicted network produced LAA growth in that region.  
 
Fig 36. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 1 with LAA Regions 
Visible. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 45% of springs with the 
highest strain until the network reached the average stiffness of the T2 network. The regions 
circled in black indicate areas in the T2 network that were not accurately predicted by the 
predicted T2 network. 
 
Figure 37 is the overall spring stiffness distribution of all networks. For 
this specific trial, the stiffness distribution of the predicted network was 
completely different than the actual T2 network. The predicted network appeared 
to be bimodal distribution while having the same average spring stiffness as the 
actual T2 network. There were more springs in the predicted network with a low 
stiffness between 0 and 0.1 compared to the actual T2 network. This suggests that 
the threshold amount of high-strain springs (45%) was too low and spring 
stiffness were over-reduced. In the next trial (Trial 2), we tested the same patient 
images with a higher threshold value (65%) for high-strain springs. Figure 38 
















stiffness scale, where dark blue springs indicate a low stiffness of 0 and yellow 
springs indicate a stiffness above 0.1.  
 
Fig 37. Subject 1 Spring Stiffness Distributions of T1 (black), predicted T2 (red), and 
actual T2 (blue) Networks 
 
 
Fig 38. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 1 with Same Stiffness 
Scale. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 45% of springs with the 



























3.3.3 Trial 2 (Subject 1) 
In Trial 2, we tested the spring stiffness reduction method on Subject 1 
after increasing the percent of the springs with the highest strain to 65%. 
The %LAA of the predicted T2 network in Trial 2 (17.81) was closer to that of the 
actual T2 network (18.52), compared to the %LAA results from Trial 1. The area 
of the predicted network was 1,342, so the percent change in area between the T1 
and predicted T2 networks was approximately 5.5%. The bulk modulus of the 
predicted T2 network was 1.98·10-3, which was significantly lower than the T1 
network and not as close to the bulk modulus of the T2 network compared to the 
bulk modulus from the predicted network of Trial 1. The percent error between 
the predicted and actual T2 network bulk modulus was large (129.36%), but the 
bulk modulus of the predicted network still decreased from T1. 
Figure 39 includes regions circled in red that the predicted T2 lung 
network seemed to accurately predict for the actual T2 network. The %LAA 
increased and overall stiffness decreased in the regions circled in red of the 
predicted T2 network. In certain regions like region 7 of the predicted T2 
network, although the stiffness does not exactly match the actual T2 network, 
there was still evidence of progression. Figure 40 includes regions circled in black 
that the predicted T2 lung network did not accurately predict for the actual T2 
network. Region 1 of the actual T2 network was not predicted. On the other hand, 
there was LAA progression in region 2 of the predicted T2 network that was not 




distribution of all networks. For Trial 2, the stiffness distribution of the predicted 
network was more similar to the distribution of actual T2 network, compared to 
the distribution from Trial 1. However, there are still relatively more springs of 
lower stiffness in the predicted T2 network compared to the actual T2 network.  
 
Fig 39. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 1 with LAA Regions 
Visible. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 65% of springs with the 
highest strain until the network reached the average stiffness of the T2 network. The regions 




Fig 40. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 1 with LAA Regions 
Visible. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 65% of springs with the 
highest strain until the network reached the average stiffness of the T2 network. The regions 
circled in black indicate areas in the T2 network that were not accurately predicted by the 










































Fig 41. Subject 1 Spring Stiffness Distributions of T1 (black), predicted T2 (red), and 
actual T2 (blue) Networks 
 
3.3.4 Trial 3 (Subject 2) 
The T1 and T2 CT slices of Subject 2’s right middle lobe at TLC are shown 
in Figure 42. The lobe has an area of 9,400 mm2 at T1 and expands to an area of 
9,876 mm2 by T2, or a 5.06% increase from the original area. T1 starts at 19.69% 





























Fig 42. T1 and T2 CT Slices of Subject 2’s Right Middle Lobe at TLC. The middle panels 
have a window of 100 and level of -950 HU to make the LAAs visible. The right panels are the 
isolated LAA regions displayed as a binary image.  
 
Figures 43 and Figure 44 display T1, predicted T2, and actual T2 networks 
displayed so that only the springs with a stiffness corresponding to a low 
attenuation area were visible and all other springs were displayed as yellow. The 
average stiffness of the T1 network was 0.1081 and the average stiffness of the T2 
network was 0.0921. After implementing the spring stiffness reduction method 
on 65% of the springs with the highest strain, the %LAA of the predicted T2 
network (31.24) was slightly larger than that of the actual T2 network (26.02). 
The area of the T1 network was 1,166, the area of the predicted network was 
1,205, and the area of the actual T2 network was 1316. The percent change in area 






actual change in area calculated from the CT than the percent change in area 
between the T1 and actual T2 networks (~12.82%). The bulk modulus was 
calculated to be 1.11·10-2 for the T1 network and 2.18·10-4 for the T2 network. The 
predicted T2 network had a bulk modulus of B = 5.64·10-3, which was 
significantly lower than the T1 network. The percent error between the predicted 
and actual T2 network bulk modulus was large (2,490.57%), but the bulk 
modulus of the predicted network still decreased from T1.  
Figure 43 includes regions circled in red that the predicted T2 lung 
network seemed to accurately predict for the actual T2 network. While regions 2 
and 3 of the actual T2 network have a lower stiffness than the corresponding 
regions in the predicted network, there is still some evidence of LAA progression 
between the T1 and predicted T2 networks. Figure 44 includes regions circled in 
black that the predicted T2 lung network did not accurately predict for the actual 
T2 network. Regions 1 and 2 had completely different distributions of LAA 
springs between actual and predicted T2 networks or the actual T2 and T1 
networks. Region 2 in the actual network seems to show coalescing of LAA 
regions that did not occur in the predicted network. Regions 3, 4, and 5 of the T1 
and predicted T2 networks show a presence of LAA regions that are not present 
in T2. These errors may be due to some inaccuracies is CT slice matching that will 
be discussed later. Figure 45 is the overall spring stiffness distribution of all 
networks. The predicted and actual T2 networks have more positive skew as 




spring stiffness in the predicted network compared to the actual T2 network. 
Figure 46 shows the T1, predicted T2, and actual T2 networks displayed on the 
same stiffness scale, where dark blue springs indicate a low stiffness of 0 and 
yellow springs indicate a stiffness above 0.1. 
 
Fig 43. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 2 with LAA Regions 
Visible. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 65% of springs with the 
highest strain until the network reached the average stiffness of the T2 network. The regions 




Fig 44. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 2 with LAA Regions 
Visible. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 65% of springs with the 
highest strain until the network reached the average stiffness of the T2 network. The regions 
circled in black indicate areas in the T2 network that were not accurately predicted by the 







































Fig 45. Subject 2 Spring Stiffness Distributions of T1 (black), predicted T2 (red), and 
actual T2 (blue) Networks 
 
 
Fig 46. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 2 with Same Stiffness 
Scale. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 65% of springs with the 






























3.3.5 Trial 4 (Subject 3) 
Trial 4 was performed with images from Subject 3. The T1 and T2 CT slices 
of Subject 3’s right middle lobe at TLC are shown in Figure 47. The lobe has an 
area of 10,574 mm2 at T1 and expands to an area of 10,742 mm2 by T2, or a 1.59% 
increase from the original area. T1 starts at 4.15% LAA and grows to 7.54% LAA 
by T2.  
 
Fig 47. T1 and T2 CT Slices of Subject 3’s Left Upper Lobe at TLC. The middle panels 
have a window of 100 and level of -950 HU to make the LAAs visible. The right panels are the 
isolated LAA regions displayed as a binary image.  
 
Figures 48 and Figure 49 display T1, predicted T2, and actual T2 networks 
displayed so that only the springs with a stiffness corresponding to a low 






average stiffness of the T1 network was 0.1353 and the average stiffness of the T2 
network was 0.1241. After implementing the spring stiffness reduction method on 
40% of the springs with the highest strain, the %LAA of the predicted T2 network 
(9.44) was slightly larger than that of the actual T2 network (7.54). The area of 
the T1 network was 1,267, the area of the predicted network was 1,299, and the 
area of the actual T2 network was 1,445. The percent change in area between the 
T1 and predicted T2 networks (~2.53%) was closer in value to the actual change 
in area calculated from the CT than the percent change in area between the T1 
and actual T2 networks (~14.09%). The bulk modulus was calculated to be 
2.21·10-2 for the T1 network and 2.15·10-3 for the T2 network. The predicted T2 
network had a bulk modulus of B = 4.05·10-3, which was significantly lower than 
the T1 network and close to bulk modulus of the actual T2 network. The percent 
error between the predicted and actual T2 network bulk modulus was large 
(88.66%), but the bulk modulus of the predicted network still decreased from T1. 
Figure 48 includes regions circled in red that the predicted T2 lung 
network seemed to accurately predict for the actual T2 network. Figure 49 
includes regions circled in black that the predicted T2 lung network did not 
accurately predict for the actual T2 network. Regions 1 and 2 of the T1 and 
predicted T2 networks show a presence of LAA regions that are not present in T2, 
most likely due to CT slice mismatching. Figure 50 is the overall spring stiffness 
distribution of all networks. The predicted and actual T2 networks have similar 




networks displayed on the same stiffness scale, where dark blue springs indicate 
a low stiffness of 0 and yellow springs indicate a stiffness above 0.1. 
 
Fig 48. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 3 with LAA Regions 
Visible. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 40% of springs with the 
highest strain until the network reached the average stiffness of the T2 network. The regions 
circled in black indicate areas in the T2 network that were not accurately predicted by the 
predicted T2 network. 
 
 
Fig 49. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 3 with LAA Regions 
Visible. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 40% of springs with the 
highest strain until the network reached the average stiffness of the T2 network. The regions 
circled in black indicate areas in the T2 network that were not accurately predicted by the 





























Fig 50. Subject 3 Spring Stiffness Distributions of T1 (black), predicted T2 (red), and 
actual T2 (blue) Networks 
 
 
Fig 51. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 3 with Same Stiffness 
Scale. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 40% of springs with the 































3.3.6 Trial 5 (Subject 4) 
Trial 4 was performed with images from Subject 4. The T1 and T2 CT slices 
of Subject 4’s right middle lobe at TLC are shown in Figure 52. The lobe has an 
area of 7,357 mm2 at T1 and expands to an area of 7,464 mm2 by T2, or a 1.46% 
increase from the original area. T1 starts at 7.61% LAA and grows to 15.84% LAA 
by T2.  
 
Fig 52. T1 and T2 CT Slices of Subject 4’s Left Upper Lobe at TLC. The middle panels 
have a window of 100 and level of -950 HU to make the LAAs visible. The right panels are the 
isolated LAA regions displayed as a binary image.  
 
Figures 53 and Figure 54 display T1, predicted T2, and actual T2 networks 
displayed so that only the springs with a stiffness corresponding to a low 
attenuation area were visible and all other springs were displayed as yellow. The 
average stiffness of the T1 network was 0.1292 and the average stiffness of the T2 
network was 0.1069. After implementing the spring stiffness reduction method 






network (21.45) was slightly larger than that of the actual T2 network (15.69). 
The area of the T1 network was 1,193, the area of the predicted network 
was 1214, and the area of the actual T2 network was 1,036. The percent change in 
area between the T1 and predicted T2 networks (~1.8%) was closer in value to the 
actual change in area calculated from the CT than the percent change in area 
between the T1 and actual T2 networks (~13.16%). The actual P2 network was 
smaller than the T1 and predicted T2 networks, which did not reflect the area 
increase observed directly from the CT slices, and this issue will be discussed 
further later. The bulk modulus (B) was calculated to be 4.42·10-2 for the T1 
network and 4.46·10-3 for the T2 network. The predicted T2 network had a bulk 
modulus of B = 5.14·10-3, which was significantly lower than the T1 network and 
close to bulk modulus of the actual T2 network. The percent error between the 
predicted and actual T2 network bulk modulus was approximately 13.27%, but 
the bulk modulus of the predicted network still decreased from T1.   
Figure 53 includes regions circled in red that the predicted T2 lung 
network seemed to accurately predict for the actual T2 network. Region 2 in the 
predicted network includes a larger LAA region than the actual T2 network, but 
still shows evidence of progression from the T1 network.  Figure 54 includes 
regions circled in black that the predicted T2 lung network did not accurately 
predict for the actual T2 network. Regions 1 and 2 of the T1 and predicted T2 
networks show a presence of LAA regions that are not present in T2. Figure 55 is 




T2 networks have similar stiffness distributions. Figure 56 shows the T1, 
predicted T2, and actual T2 networks displayed on the same stiffness scale, where 
dark blue springs indicate a low stiffness of 0 and yellow springs indicate a 
stiffness above 0.1. 
 
Fig 53. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 4 with LAA Regions 
Visible. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 60% of springs with the 
highest strain until the network reached the average stiffness of the T2 network. The regions 
circled in black indicate areas in the T2 network that were not accurately predicted by the 
predicted T2 network. 
 
 
Fig 54. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 4 with LAA Regions 
Visible. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 60% of springs with the 
highest strain until the network reached the average stiffness of the T2 network. The regions 
circled in black indicate areas in the T2 network that were not accurately predicted by the 














Fig 55. Subject 4 Spring Stiffness Distributions of T1 (black), predicted T2 (red), and 
actual T2 (blue) Networks 
 
 
Fig 56. T1, Predicted T2, and Actual T2 Networks of Subject 4 with Same Stiffness 
Scale. The predicted network was created by reducing the stiffness of 60% of springs with the 
































4.1 Non-Linear Force-Extension and Cube Modeling  
The goal of Aim 1 was to determine a non-linear force-extension equation 
for the springs of the lung network that produced a non-linear pressure-volume 
curve. After testing multiple equations, we determined the power law force-
extension equation to be the most appropriate equation to implement on the 
springs of the lung network. When applying the polynomial equation to the 
simple cube model, the equation required over 20 terms in order to get an 
accurate cube model data fit to the experimental pressure-volume curve. This 
would be computationally taxing for the network solver and would be hard to 
justify in terms of explaining the physiological meaning of each equation term 
and parameter. The exponential equation with linear strain seemed to yield good 
results but the two-term power law resulted in the lower SSR and AIC. It is 
important to mention that the cube model is an idealized model with 
homogenous springs for the sake of simplicity, but the lung network comprises 
springs with varying stiffness. Another key assumption made is that the same 
force-extension equation and parameters can be applied to every spring in the 
lung network, but future work may include exploring the relationship between 
tissue or spring properties and mechanics.  
The potential physiological meaning behind the power-law results is 
interesting. Given our two power-law equations for emphysematous and normal 




within these equations separately and observed the resulting curves. The pink 
dashed lines in Figure 17 almost appear to be linear and have a larger effect at 
lower cube/lung volumes, suggesting that the first term of the equation operates 
as a near Hookean term mimicking elastin. The green dashed line is a power law 
with a large exponent that appeared to produce a curve somewhat similar to an 
exponential function that gained a larger influence as the cube/lung volume 
increased, potentially representing collagen recruitment as fibers in the lung 
tissue stretch. Thus, the two-term power law function with fiber-based 
parameters, i.e., collagen and elastin terms, can explain the pressure-volume 
curve of the lung and is consistent with the model proposed by Maksym et. al. 
[10].  
One important thing to note is that the collagen k and a parameters are 
significantly larger than that of the elastin parameters. The k coefficient of the 
collagen term is almost 1010 times larger and the a coefficient of the collagen term 
is approximately 10 times larger than those of the elastin terms. In real soft 
biological tissue, collagen is typically between 100 to 1,000 times stiffer than 
elastin [50]. The smaller a of the elastin term implies that the contribution of the 
elastin term to the spring’s force-length relationship is more linear. The larger a 
of the collagen term implies that the contribution of the collagen term to the 
spring’s force-length relationship is more non-linear, more specifically causing a 
sharp transition from low to high spring force. The larger the a parameter of the 




relationship represents the collagen recruitment occurring at higher strains and 
lung volumes, where the a value determines the spring or fiber length that 
collagen recruitment occurs at. Our resulting optimized parameter values for the 
power law force-extension equation provide further evidence of collagen 
recruitment in the lung parenchyma, where collagen gains a substantially larger 
influence on the pressure-volume relationship as the volume increases.  
The results of the sensitivity analysis for each parameter of the power law 
equation allow us to make claims about the ability to use generic parameters 
across all lung networks. The sensitivity analysis showed that the influence of 
each equation parameter varied depending on spring length or cube/lung 
volume. The a coefficients in particular were the most sensitive parameters. This 
leads us to conclude that it is difficult to define a set of generic parameters that 
can be applied to all lung networks. This poses an obstacle to our goal of creating 
accurate pressure-volume curves for lung networks when we do not have any 
measured pressure-volume data for the patient.  We later explored using generic 
parameters during the model validity testing with pig lung deflations.  
4.2 Model Validity with Pig Lung Deflation  
The results of the deflation model validity testing with pig lungs were 
promising. With individualized parameters, the network deflation model was able 
to accurately predict the pressure and volume between TLC and FRC. 
Additionally, the overall spring tension decreased as the network relaxed towards 




In the future, it may be useful to compare spring tension distributions between a 
network created using the pig lung CT image at FRC and the FRC network we 
produced using the deflation model. While our deflation model works as 
intended, it is important to note that the 3D volume of the network is 
approximated from the 2D area, and a 3D network deflation would most likely 
yield more accurate results. Furthermore, we noticed a large enough variability in 
the individualized equation parameters that would influence the force output of 
the springs, so for now, we are unable to define a set of generic parameters to 
explain the pressure-volume curve given any set of pig lungs. However, our 
prediction models will still rely on generic parameters since we cannot retrieve 
individualized nonlinear parameters for the human lung CT images.  
4.3 Predicting Emphysema Progression  
The spring stiffness reduction method performed on the high-strain 
regions of the network produced promising results, but were not substantial 
enough to conclude that this method will accurately predict disease progression. 
Across all four subjects tested, the bulk modulus decreased from T1 to the 
predicted T2 network which is what we expected, but the percent error between 
the predicted and actual T2 network bulk moduli remained large.  
In terms of structural changes within the network, there is evidence of 
LAA progression in the predicted T2 network as expected, since we reduced the 
overall stiffness of this network from T1. LAA progression in the predicted 




there were some inconsistencies. In some cases, the T1 and predicted T2 showed 
tissue destruction in regions that were not present in the actual T2 network. In 
other cases, the direction of LAA progression seemed to differ between the 
predicted and actual T2 networks. Additionally, the method could “over-predict” 
progression, meaning it could predict a larger area of tissue destruction or reduce 
the stiffness past what is present in the actual T2 network, or “under-predict”, 
meaning it could predict a smaller area of tissue destruction or not reduce the 
stiffness enough to match the actual T2 network.  
The stiffness distributions between the predicted and actual T2 networks 
were similar for certain high-strain region thresholds. One interesting 
observation we made was between the results of Trial 1 and Trial 2, where the 
stiffness reduction method was performed on the top 45% and top 65% of high-
strain network regions, respectively. While Trial 1 had good results for the bulk 
modulus (lung function), it produced poor results for regional tissue destruction 
and spring stiffness distribution. However, when the high-strain region threshold 
was increased for Trial 2, it produced better results for regional tissue destruction 
and spring stiffness distribution, and the bulk modulus still decreased, but it was 
not close to the value of the actual T2 network. This may be due to the fact that a) 
there was a large difference between the calculated pressures of the T1 and actual 
T2 networks and b) there was a larger difference between the calculated 
perimeters, areas, and volumes of the T1 and actual T2 networks compared to 




Additionally, the generic spring force-extension equation parameters may not be 
applicable to both the T1 and T2 networks. These pressure and area discrepancies 
will be explained further in the limitations section. Despite these issues, the 
results still prove that it is possible to link structure and function and the method 
can be developed further to achieve this goal. Additionally, the difference in area 
between the T1 and predicted T2 networks were a closer match to the actual 
difference in lung size, suggesting that the proposed method could predict area or 
volume changes during emphysema progression. 
The high-strain region threshold necessary to produce good results was 
larger than expected. Previous studies involving random and force-based cutting 
of the springs to simulate tissue destruction have produced positive results by 
cutting less than 10% of the springs [51]. However, our developed method 
requires between 40% to 70% of high-strain regions for spring stiffness reduction 
to achieve accurate predictions. This is probably due to the fact that unlike 
previous studies, we are not cutting springs to simulate tissue destruction. We 
chose not to cut springs in our model since our models are on a larger scale than 
previous models i.e., they represent a larger area of the lung. At this macro-level, 
tissue destruction is characterized by a reduction of pixel density, and we 
simulate tissue destruction by mirroring the reduction of pixel density through 
the reduction of spring stiffness. Another reason may be that the spring stiffness 
reduction method is predicting tissue weakening of regions that are not 




distribution of tissue weakening is more heterogeneous throughout the lung and 
new LAA clusters can later emerge from these weakened, non-LAA regions while 
existing clusters grow. This is also supported by the fact that when all networks 
(actual and predicted) are displayed on the same stiffness scale (as in Figures 38, 
46, 51, and 56) and regions that are not considered LAAs are visible, the regional 
spring stiffness distributions throughout the predicted T2 network seems to 
match that of the actual T2 networks.  
4.4 Limitations 
One main limitation of this thesis is the lack of quantitative comparison of 
regional lung structure between predicted and actual T2 networks. The reason we 
were unable to compare regional structure between networks is due to the 
varying field of view between the T1 and T2 CT images. While we can display 
scaled CT images and slices, the network mapping relies on the original CT 
image, which has varying resolutions between T1 and T2. Thus, the networks 
reflect the original resolution of the image and are not scaled to reflect the true 
size of the lung. This results in large differences between the T1 and T2 network 
areas, especially compared to the true area differences calculated directly from 
the CT images. If we zoom into a similar region between the T1 and T2 networks, 
the difference in image resolution leads to differences in the number of springs 
within regions of the network. For example, if the T2 CT image has a larger 
resolution than that of T1, a particular LAA region in the T2 network may 




networks. Therefore, it is difficult to compare regional structure between two 
networks with the current network mapping process. Although a qualitative 
assessment is not enough to determine whether structural changes were the 
same, the results still indicate that LAA progression occurred in similar regions 
between predicted and actual T2 networks. This supports the notion that local 
mechanical characteristics such as strain likely drive progression as previously 
thought [11]. 
Because of the network mapping issues discussed, there is a large 
difference in the calculated pressures and volumes for T1 and T2 networks, 
especially since the pressure calculation is dependent on the network area. This 
affects the bulk modulus value and can explain the large difference between the 
bulk modulus of T1 and T2 networks, or why the predicted T2 network could not 
reach the bulk modulus value of the actual T2 network in many trials.  
Another limitation is that we did not have images taken at sustained pressure 
levels during lung deflation for human lung trials. While we could use 
individualized parameters for the pig lung deflation because we had the CT-
derived pressure-volume data from the actual pig lung deflation, we could not do 
this for the human lungs and had to rely on generic parameters. However, our 
sensitivity analysis suggested that using a generic set of parameters, specifically 
using the same a coefficients, may negatively affect the accuracy of lung function 
prediction. Additionally, all lung networks are created from down-sampled 




convergence, so the prediction results may vary if networks were created from the 
full resolution CT images. Furthermore, while we attempted to match T1 and T2 
CT slices using cross correlation methods, there was still effects of non-affine 
deformations in the lung that resulted in internal structures and LAA regions 
observed within the T1 network that were not present in the T2 network. Lastly, a 
key assumption we made is that we can approximate the 3D lung function from 
2D network deflations. However, we may have more accurate results from 
implementing a 3D network deflation method that can capture all emphysema 







First, we used simple cube models to test various non-linear spring force-
extension equations and determined that the two-term power-law spring force-
extension equation produced the best cube model pressure-volume data fit to the 
actual pressure-volume curve of the lung. We discussed the fiber mechanics of 
lung tissue and how the strain-stiffening may explain the non-linearity of the 
pressure-volume curve. After implementing the power-law force extension 
equation, we explored how each individual term of the two-term power-law 
equation may represent the elastin and collagen recruitment occurring during 
respiration as the lung deforms.  
Second, we have created a lung deflation model that can predict the 
pressure-volume curve of a lung, given the appropriate parameters.  When 
testing the deflation model validity with the pig lung data set, the model 
produced a similar pressure-volume curve to the real, CT-derived pressure-
volume curve of the pig lungs. However, this method works best when the 
individualized parameters are obtained from the CT-derived pressure-volume 
data of the pig, and we have discussed the current obstacles to creating a set of 
generic parameters that would work across all lungs.   
Lastly, we have tested a strain-based stiffness reduction method to predict 
tissue weakening in emphysematous lungs and have found some success, but 




perform a qualitative analysis of the structural changes between the predicted 
and actual networks and our error analysis results indicated there were large 
differences between the calculated bulk modulus of the predicted and actual 
networks. However, the qualitative analysis proved that tissue weakening in the 
predicted network occurred in similar regions of tissue weakening and rupture 
that were observed in the actual lung network. Furthermore, the bulk modulus of 
the predicted lung network consistently decreased from the original network and 
seemed to approach the bulk modulus of the actual lung network.  
5.2 Future Work 
One issue that we were not able to solve completely was eliminating the 
effects of non-affine deformations that occur in the lung. These deformations 
made it difficult to select CT slices between images of the patient at different time 
points that contained the same internal lung structures and matching LAA 
regions. Future work can include interpolating 2D slices from 3D CT images so 
that we can easily compare between slices and avoid situations where LAAs 
occurred in the T1 network that was not observed in the same region of the T2 
network.  
Another issue was the inability to quantitatively assess structural 
differences between the networks. We could develop a method to create scaled, 
pseudo-CT images from the networks that would be easier to quantitatively 
compare between. By employing a coarse-grained approach to compare between 




stiffness between each region of all networks.  
Aside from our strain-based approach, another stiffness reduction method 
that can be implemented and tested is a force-based stiffness reduction method 
as opposed to the current strain-based method. Small changes in strain may 
produce large changes in spring forces that could be easier to threshold for the 
spring stiffness reduction. Additionally, we can assess how the bulk modulus of a 
lung network changes if we implement linearly elastic springs and compare 






Pseudo-code for Lung Deflation Model (Section 2.3) 
Construct lung network (nodes and springs) at TLC  
Set non-linear spring parameters and L0 (spring rest length)  
While absolute value (average spring length of lung network) > (L0 + 
minimum allowed error)  
Set d as value between 0 and 1  
Solve for equilibrium of initial network (energy objective, steepest  
descent algorithm) with fixed boundary node conditions 
Find initial forces (Fn) acting on boundary nodes 
Calculate new boundary node forces Fa = Fn · (- d) 
Replace current boundary node forces of network (Fn) with new  
forces (Fa)  
Release boundary nodes and solve for equilibrium of final network  
(maximum force objective, steepest descent algorithm)  
Calculate area, perimeter, and pressure of network and store into  
‘results’ array  
Set initial network as final network  
Calculate average spring length of final network  
End  





Pseudo-code Strain-Based Spring Stiffness Reduction Method (Section 2.5) 
 Calculate average spring stiffness of T1 (rT1) and T2 (rT2) networks  
 Set average stiffness of pT2 (predicted) network as that of the T1 network  
(rpT2 = rT1) 
Set non-linear spring parameters and L0 (spring rest length)  
Set threshold for high-strain regions (value between 0 and 1) 
Set reduction factor to value between 0 and 1 
While |rpT2 - rT1| > minimum allowed error  
 Perform one iteration of deflation on pT2 network  
 Find high-strain regions of deflated pT2 network using threshold  
Reduce spring stiffness in high-strain regions of original (non- 
deflated) pT2 network by reduction factor specified  
Release boundary nodes and solve for equilibrium of pT2 network  
(maximum force objective, steepest descent algorithm)  
  Recalculate rpT2  
 End  






Table A.1. Optimized Parameters (Model Coefficients) For Each Spring Force-Extension Equation and Cube Model Size 




Table A.2. SSR For Each Spring Force-Extension Equation and Cube Model Size Tested. Cube Model results are shown for 
both normal lung and emphysematous lung experimental data. 
 
Exp	(LS) Power	Law Exp	(LS) Power	Law Exp	(LS) Power	Law Exp	(LS) Power	Law Exp	(LS) Power	Law Exp	(LS) Power	Law
⍺1 - 36.749 - 25.545 - 25.835 - 2.313 - 1.968 - 1.857
⍺2 - 3.726 - 2.799 - 2.837 - 28.498 - 17.063 - 14.705
A1 5.90E-07 - 2.38E-06 - 1.03E-06 - 5.77E-07 - 8.92E-07 - 7.55E-07 -
A2 5.559 - 2.224 - 2.034 - 0.477 - 0.815 - 1.230 -
k1 31.564 7.06E+11 29.928 4.18E+08 32.099 6.49E+08 48.193 51.041 48.605 51.603 49.967 53.906
k2 0.277 26.776 0.961 19.693 1.334 25.840 6.239 2.87E+14 6.381 1.42E+09 5.827 1.29E+08
SSR 14.145 7.436 15.258 9.454 14.015 9.379 80.369 46.802 79.701 66.014 78.504 78.492
Coefficients	-	NormalCoefficients	-	Emphysema
1-Cube	Model 8-Cube	Model 27-Cube	Model 1-Cube	Model 8-Cube	Model 27-Cube	Model
1-Cube	Model 8-Cube	Model 27-Cube	Model 1-Cube	Model 8-Cube	Model 27-Cube	Model
Polynomial 19.120 29.229 29.229 138.129 138.129 138.129
Exponential	(LS) 14.145 15.258 14.015 80.369 79.701 78.504
Exponential	(GS) 18.876 28.926 28.926 228.379 228.379 228.379









Table A.4.  Calculated Network Stiffness, LAA, and Area Data for Each Patient. T1 is time point 1, T2 is time point 2, and pT2 
is the predicted T2 network. High-strain region threshold and reduction factor are also displayed. Percent change in area is calculated 
between pT2 and T1 as well as pT2 and T2.  
 







1 100081 10.68 10.68 12590.90 13160.03 4.52 7.19 7.38
2 100081 10.68 10.68 12590.90 13160.03 4.52 7.19 7.38
3 100088 19.69 26.18 9400.25 9876.12 5.06 4.85 5.28
4 100259 4.15 4.15 10573.78 10742.40 1.59 6.08 6.46












1 100081 0.4500 0.1000 0.1509 0.1156 0.1154 0.0530 0.0510 10.5446 34.9170 18.5147 1271.00 1337.07 1422.50 5.1980 11.9197
2 100081 0.7 0.2 0.1509 0.1136 0.1154 0.053 0.051 10.5446 17.8061 18.5147 1271 1341.5157 1422.5 5.5480 11.9197
3 100088 0.65 0.1 0.1081 0.0915 0.0921 0.055 0.052 19.4503 31.2474 26.0233 1166 1205.3292 1315.5 3.3730 12.8216
4 100259 0.4 0.1 0.1353 0.1216 0.1241 0.0585 0.055 4.0603 9.4354 7.5382 1266.5 1298.5749 1445 2.5326 14.0940











Table A.6.  Calculated Bulk Modulus (B), Pressures, Areas, and Approximated Volumes For pT2 and T2 Networks. 














1 100081 1271.00 1194.14 45312.53 41264.98 -4.75E-04 -1.23E-04 3.94E-03
2 100081 1271 1194.14 45312.53 41264.98 -4.75E-04 -1.23E-04 3.94E-03
3 100088 1166 1090.54 39815.10 36013.17 1.45E-03 3.90E-04 1.11E-02
4 100259 1283 1204.68 45955.76 41812.56 2.60E-03 6.12E-04 2.21E-02


























1 100081 1332.91 1181.12 48663.35 40591.93 -2.21E-04 -6.77E-05 9.22E-04 1422.50 1178.19 53651.07 40440.92 3.81E-04 1.68E-04 8.63E-04 6.74
2 100081 1336.81 1199.40 48877.04 41537.84 -4.04E-04 -1.07E-04 1.98E-03 1422.5 1178.19 53651.07 40440.92 3.81E-04 1.68E-04 8.63E-04 129.36
3 100088 1205.33 1064.52 41846.44 34731.94 1.31E-03 3.48E-04 5.64E-03 1315.5 1076.82 47712.95 35336.02 -7.26E-05 -1.61E-05 2.18E-04 2490.57
4 100259 1299.08 1070.95 46822.36 35047.17 1.47E-03 4.48E-04 4.05E-03 1445 1180.43 54929.01 40556.41 7.25E-04 1.63E-04 2.15E-03 88.66
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